TEACHER ABSENCE
Policy 2021

RATIONALE:
Teacher absences from school are unavoidable, either for personal reasons, such as illness, or due to
college initiatives, such as Professional Learning. At Baden Powell College we aim to provide a consistent
approach to curriculum delivery and the management of teacher absences, so that all students access
equal learning opportunities. BPC will manage teacher absences within the school structure of P-2, 3-6
and 7-9.
AIMS:
•
•
•

Students access quality learning programs
Student’s educational needs are met
Minimise disruption to specialists and school programs

IMPLEMENTATION:
• All teacher and ESO absences need to be communicated either in person or through a phone
call to the appropriate person.
• One grade P-2 to be split across other P-2 grades, One grade 3-6 to be split across 3-6 grades and
all other classes replaced. Only one class in P-2 and 3-6 will be split in a day and only one split for
any one class in that week. All 7-9 subject teachers will be replaced or classes covered (unlikely
to be split at any time).
• Split lists to be compiled by all classroom teachers and consideration is to be given to siblings and
student combinations, EAL, intervention, PSD students etc. These need to be updated each term
on google drive.
• The Grade is to be split by the buddy teacher or Team Leader using the list created by classroom
teacher. The teacher splitting the class is to take the Attendance Roll for AM only. The PM role
will be marked by a LT, LS or TL. The Split List will be placed on the door for parents to view to
inform them of where their child is, when picking them up on that day.
• Where an absence is deemed an emergency absence by a Principal Class Officer then a P- 6 split
is organised or negotiated coverage.
• Specialists teachers are replaced to allow their programs to operate unless there are other
priorities and the budget is running at minimal levels. An announcement will be made for split
students to attend specialist Subjects. This will be updated on the daily absences list at the start
of each duty.
• Education Support Staff are not replaced for casual absences but are replaced for lengthy Long
Service Leave when available to do so.
• Grade split groupings: P-2 and 3-6. A minimum of two and a maximum of four students to be
allocated to a grade – except in exceptional circumstances – to be determined by the Principal
and/or Assistant Principal in consultation with the teachers involved. An even distribution of
students across the Grade levels is required.
• Where a teacher is away for one or more days, there may be a combination of split and replaced.
Split would occur on a CET day.
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
• Students (P-6) take their locker tubs and school bags.
• Children are not to return unsupervised to their classrooms to collect further material.

•
•
•

•

Teaching staff are to provide meaningful split packs of appropriate school work for the students
going into another year level, example a 6 student being split to a grade 3 classroom. .
Children are to be dismissed from their split class, leaving their belongings/equipment which will
be collected the following day. They are not to return to their classroom.
It is an expectation that the absent teacher will provide an educational program that aligns with
the regular teaching instruction. It must be easily accessible on google drive (P-6) (and where
possible leave a hard copy on teacher’s desk) or Compass (7-9).
Where possible advance notice of absences is expected.

EVALUATION:
This policy will be reviewed as part of the school’s three-year review cycle.
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